DRIVEN BY PASSION – Our mission is to ensure long-term business relationships through customer satisfaction.

UNITED HEAVY LIFT is a dynamic, growing, and internationally operating shipping company in the Heavy Lift segment. Our fleet of diversified vessels consists of modern Heavy Lift Vessels (up to 900 ton lifting capacity), Deck Carriers and Semi-Subs (modular carriers). Get to know us at www.unitedheavylift.de and www.linkedin.com/company/united-heavy-lift

We are looking for talents who want to make a difference. Apply now and become a part of our team at the headquarters in Hamburg’s HafenCity district.

Chartering (f/m/d) for Heavy Lift and Tramp Shipping

Your main responsibilities

- Handling day-to-day freight indications for our MPP fleet
- Calculating freight rates and preparing indications based on client requirements
- Negotiating freight and contract details on a firm basis with clients
- Monitoring vessel bookings and space condition
- Tender management for major EPC’s and preparation of commercial proposals
- Developing new accounts and markets and maintain existing relationships as a key accountant

Required qualifications

- Good written and spoken English
- Open minded, proactive, passionate, and engaged
- You’d like to work in an international company
- You learn quickly and you can motivate yourself very well

We offer

- A multifaceted daily work schedule
- Individual and professional development opportunities
- An attractive workplace directly on the banks of the river Elbe in Hamburg’s HafenCity district, Germany
- An international team with the working languages German, English, and Danish. Do you speak other languages - Turkish, Chinese, Spanish? Great! You enrich our team.

We are looking for a positive team player with a high proficiency in English (written and spoken English on negotiation level).

UNITED HEAVY LIFT offers you a multifaceted and responsible position in an international company with a highly motivated, dynamic and team-oriented working environment. We look forward to receiving your meaningful application, supported by your salary expectations and earliest possible date of entry by E-Mail addressed to Dr. Nicolas Dallmann und Leif Müller: career@unitedheavylift.de (max. 2 attachments, in PDF format only).